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This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select all that apply:
Case 1. Mechanically ventilated spaces. The project is mechanically ventilated, in part or in whole.
Case 2. Naturally ventilated spaces. The project is naturally ventilated, in part or in whole.
All of the project's mechanical ventilation AHUs are at least 30% above the minimum required by ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007, by CEN Standard EN 15251: 2007, or by a local equivalent, as documented in IEQ Prerequisite 1.
Case 1. Mechanically Ventilated Spaces
Complete this section for mechanically ventilated spaces (and mixed-mode systems when mechanical ventilation is activated).
For projects outside the U.S. using a local equivalent
Upload: Local equivalent documentation 
Provide documents identifying how the local equivalent used is equivalent to the referenced standard.
Local equivalent
Upload: CIBSE flow diagram 
Provide documentation demonstrating the flow diagram process in Figure 2.8 of the CIBSE Application Manual 10: 2005, Natural Ventilation in Non-domestic Buildings was used to determine that natural ventilation is an effective strategy for the project.
Case 2. Naturally Ventilated Spaces
Complete this section for naturally ventilated spaces (and mixed-mode systems when mechanical ventilation is inactivated).
Select all that apply:
Option 1. CIBSE or non-U.S. equivalent
Option 2. Airflow model 
Select all that apply:
Path 1. CIBSE Applications Manual 10: 2005, Natural Ventilation in Non-domestic Buildings (or local equivalent for projects outside the U.S.) 
Path 2. CIBSE Applications Manual 13: 2000, Mixed Mode Ventilation (or local equivalent for projects outside the 
U.S.)
Option 1. CIBSE or Non-U.S. Equivalent
Upload: CIBSE documentation 
Provide diagrams and calculations demonstrating the design of the natural ventilation systems meets the recommendations set forth in the CIBSE Applications Manual 10: 2005, Natural Ventilation in Non-domestic Buildings (or local equivalent) and/or CIBSE Applications Manual 13: 2000, Mixed Mode Ventilation (or local equivalent). 
For projects outside the U.S. using a local equivalent
Upload: Local equivalent documentation 
Provide documents identifying how the local equivalent used is equivalent to the referenced standard.
Local equivalent
Option 2. Airflow Model
Upload: Airflow analysis 
Provide calculations or summary results for the airflow analysis. The documentation should confirm that room-by-room airflows for at least 90% of spaces meet the minimum ventilation rates required by ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007, by CEN Standard EN 15251:2007, or by a local equivalent. The minimum ventilation rates required by ASHRAE 62.1-2007 may be documented with the Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance Calculator (available under IEQ Prerequisite 1's "Resources" tab in the Credit Library), single zone system tab.
For projects outside the U.S. using a local equivalent
Upload: Local equivalent documentation 
Provide documents identifying how the local equivalent used is equivalent to the referenced standard.
Local equivalent
Special Circumstances
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. (Optional)
Upload: Special circumstances
Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
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Incomplete.  Please complete the highlighted fields and/or address any omissions in the Special Circumstances section.
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